
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

SAUCES & INSPIRATION
for drinks and desserts

Pursuing aromatic excellence for more than 130 years, Maison Routin o� ers 
barmen and baristas around the world syrups, sauces, and other exceptional 
aromatic creations.
Created in the brand’s all-natural birthplace in the French Alps, 1883 specialties are 
recognised around the world for their authenticity, purity, and aromatic intensity.

CHOCOLATE HAZELNUT SAUCE
code pack

size
bottles per

case
case

dimensions
(mm)

case
weight

(kg)

cases per
pallet

pallet
dimensions

(mm)

pallet
weight

(kg)

shelf life
(months)

4709 500ml
16,9 fl .oz

6 212x144x261 4,25 37x4 tiers 1000x1200x1188 654 18

STRAWBERRY SAUCE
code pack

size
bottles per

case
case

dimensions
(mm)

case
weight

(kg)

cases per
pallet

pallet
dimensions

(mm)

pallet
weight

(kg)

shelf life
(months)

4708 500ml
16,9 fl .oz

6 212x144x261 4,25 37x4 tiers 1000x1200x1188 654 18

CONTACT: export@routin.com   -   www.1883.com

WHITE CHOCOLATE SAUCE
code pack

size
bottles per

case
case

dimensions
(mm)

case
weight

(kg)

cases per
pallet

pallet
dimensions

(mm)

pallet
weight

(kg)

shelf life
(months)

5313 1,89L
64 fl .oz

2 228x141x259 5,33 34x4 tiers 1000x1200x1180 748 18

5474  15mL Pump for 1,89L Large Pump Bottle 

CARAMEL SAUCE
code pack

size
bottles per

case
case

dimensions
(mm)

case
weight

(kg)

cases per
pallet

pallet
dimensions

(mm)

pallet
weight

(kg)

shelf life
(months)

4692 1,89L
64 fl .oz

2 228x141x259 5,33 34x4 tiers 1000x1200x1180 748 18

4693 500ml
16,9 fl .oz

6 212x144x261 4,25 37x4 tiers 1000x1200x1188 654 18

5474  15mL Pump for 1,89L Large Pump Bottle 

CHOCOLATE SAUCE
code pack

size
bottles per

case
case

dimensions
(mm)

case
weight

(kg)

cases per
pallet

pallet
dimensions

(mm)

pallet
weight

(kg)

shelf life
(months)

4706 1,89L
64 fl .oz

2 228x141x259 5,33 34x4 tiers 1000x1200x1180 748 18

4707 500ml
16,9 fl .oz

6 212x144x261 4,25 37x4 tiers 1000x1200x1188 654 18

5474  15mL Pump for 1,89L Large Pump Bottle 
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Commited to baristas around the world, 1883 

conspires with them and for them to innovate by 

working with Puratos, one of the leading names in 

Belgian chocolates…

World-renowned baristas such as Ludovic Loizon, 

two-time 2010 Coffee Flair World Champion, 

two-time 2012 French Barista Champion,

are developing new 1883 recipes to enhance not only 

taste and texture, but also container design.

INSPIRED BY PROFESSIONALS
CREATED FOR THEIR EXPERTISE

TWO INNOVATIVE 
AND ERGONOMIC FORMATS

1,89L Large Pump Bottle,
the market reference size! 
A high-volume, economical, and 
practical format. 
An ergonomic grip for easy handling.
To use with the dedicated 1883 pump.

500ml Squeeze Bottle,
the format used by top chefs
A ready-to-serve bottle, with a conical easy-to-cut 
spout for that personal and precise touch.

1883 SAUCES:
THE TASTE MAKES ALL 

THE DIFFERENCE
Unique flavours, created in a pursuit of aromatic 
excellence. Creativity distilled into a single bottle 
to enhance hot drinks, cold beverages, desserts 
and ice cream. A touch of audacity, a dash of 

perfection, and an invitation to enjoy.

Premium sauces 100% made in France to supply 
an infinite source of inspiration.

Each sauce is crafted according to the highest 
of standards unique to all 1883 products:

GENUINE, INTENSE, AND PURE 
RECIPES

Authentic fl avours
A perfect rendering of the original aromatic tones.

Authentic textures 
Thick, lustrous, and full-bodied. Just the right 
consistency to ensure a fl uid and precise fl ow.

Purity in taste
The perfect balance between sugar and aromas, 
nothing superfl uous.

Aromatic intensity 
To ensure a powerful, sweet, and long-lasting taste.
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